
L-020-001

Preferences for specific alternatives or options, as expressed in

comments received before and after the issuance of the DEIS, were

shared with local sponsor agencies to inform decision making. Following

the close of the 60-day DEIS public comment period in July 2008, the

CRC project's six local sponsor agencies selected a replacement I-5

bridge with light rail to Clark College as the project's Locally Preferred

Alternative (LPA). These sponsor agencies, which include the Portland

City Council, Vancouver City Council, TriMet Board, C-TRAN Board,

Metro Council, RTC Board, considered the DEIS analysis, public

comment, and a recommendation from the CRC Task Force when voting

on the LPA.

With the LPA, new bridges will replace the existing Interstate Bridges to

carry I-5 traffic, light rail, pedestrians and bicyclists across the Columbia

River. Light rail will extend from the Expo Center MAX Station in Portland

to a station and park and ride at Clark College in Vancouver. Pedestrians

and bicyclists would travel along a wider and safer path than exists

today.

For a more detailed description of highway, transit, and bicycle and

pedestrian improvements associated with the LPA, see Chapter 2 of the

FEIS.

 

L-020-002

Clark College was selected as the transit terminus associated with the

LPA. Please see Chapter 2 of the FEIS for more information.

 

L-020-003

While no specific intersection improvements are slated for Fort

Vancouver Way, both Mill Plain and McLoughlin Boulevard would feature

improvements to bicycle and pedestrian mobility, which would improve

overall pedestrian movements throughout the area. Chapter 2 of the
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FEIS includes information on bicycle and pedestrian improvements to

the Mill Plain Interchange, and improvements on McLoughlin Boulevard

along with the transit alignment.

 

L-020-004

The CRC project modeled how drivers would access the three proposed

park and ride lots in Vancouver during the morning peak commute. Two

of the three park and rides – Clark and Columbia – are located adjacent

to major thorough fares (I-5 and SR 14). The Mill Park and Ride, though

not adjacent to I-5 or a state route, is located between two major

arterials, Mill Plain and Fourth Plain Boulevards.  This modeling

confirmed the majority of drivers (70%-95%) would access the Park and

Rides from major roads including I-5, SR 14, SR 500, Mill Plain and

Fourth Plain, not local streets. The Lincoln Park and Ride is not part of

the LPA.

 

L-020-005

The CRC project is using design strategies that have been proven to

reduce the potential for crime at stations and on trains.  In addition, CRC

has received input from advisory groups, jurisdictions, and the public to

design a system that will enhance safety and security.

Recommendations include, but are not limited to, locating stations near

residential and commercial buildings; controlling pedestrian access to

stations through the strategic placement of entrances and exits, fencing,

lighting, and landscaping; lighting stations so that all activity is easily

visible; and designing a clear line of sight into and out of the station. A

Safety and Security Management Plan (SSMP) was created, in part, to

address public concerns about safety, and is a requirement for funding

from the Federal Transit Administration. Safety will be designed into

every phase of the project.

The CRC project is also working with the City of Vancouver and Portland
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police and C-TRAN and TriMet security to promote passenger safety at

stations and park and ride facilities, as well as on light rail trains.

Measures to increase public safety on and near light rail could include

enforcing fare payment; installing closed-circuit TV at light rail stations,

park and rides, and on trains; and patrolling stations and trains by transit

security and local police officers. For more information about how safety

and security associated with light rail is being addressed by the CRC

project, see Chapter 3 (Section 3.1) of the FEIS. 

 

L-020-006

The final details of how the parking facility would be managed at Clark

College have not yet been entirely resolved, although it is not expected

that a fee would be charged to use the facility.  The City of Vancouver

and Clark College have adopted a parking management plan for Central

Park that has and will continue to guide decision making. For more

information on the facility and potential mitigations for associated

impacts, see Chapter 3 (Section 3.1) of the FEIS.

 

L-020-007

Since the publication of the DEIS in May of 2008, and the selection of

the LPA by project partners in July 2008, the CRC project team has been

working to minimize the potential property impacts associated with the

project's improvements. Though the project team has been working to

stay within the existing right-of-way, some property acquisitions will be

unavoidable. Property owners will receive just compensation for the

estimated value of land and improvements acquired and for other

impacts that result in a measurable loss of value to the remaining

property. Following the publication of the FEIS, property owners will be

notified of impacts to their property and acquisition negotiations will

begin.
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L-020-008

Current plans include access to and from the Clark Park and Ride from a

new ramp connecting to Fourth Plain Boulevard, as well as a fully

signalized intersection with McLoughlin Boulevard. For information on

park and ride locations and access, please see Chapter 2 (Section 2.2)

of the FEIS. 

 

L-020-009

The terminal light rail station will be located in the center of McLoughlin

Boulevard. For more information on this design, please see Chapter 2

(Section 2.2). The CRC Project is focused on providing a high-capacity

transit option through downtown Vancouver to Clark College. RTC has

completed a High-Capacity Transit System Study which recommends

specific high-capacity transit improvements, including light rail, bus rapid

transit and bus service improvements that will best serve Clark County

residents in the mid-term (by 2030) and long-term (beyond 2030). To

view their Final HCT System Study, visit RTC’s website at

www.rtc.wa.gov. Though these recommendations are designed to

connect with CRC transit improvements, they are not part of the CRC

project.

 

L-020-010

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.
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